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Events

European Day of Jewish Culture in Pitigliano
Other events

Events, tours and music for XXIV edition in Little Jerusalem

...He has made everything beautiful in his time... (Kohelet 3,11)

The European Day of Jewish Culture returns to Pitigliano on September 10.

The main theme chosen for this edition is Beauty.

The word 'beauty' in Hebrew has several correspondences, and a pathway of

insights and activities was proposed on each.

Examples include the magni�cence of the objects of worship: from the highly

detailed descriptions in Exodus of the Menorah and the Tabernacle -

transported to its destination in the Land of Israel - to the objects prescribed

for each feast and for the Saturday; and also the priestly garments, the

wearing of white on other Jewish holidays, the Temple of Jerusalem and the

synagogue architecture. Great importance is also given in Jewish tradition to

the beauty of the person, the care of the body and its health. With respect for

nature, the concept of beauty is hinged in that of creation and sustainability

of the world for future generations. Finally, there is the beauty of the loving
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feeling, of the woman sought and loved, and that of prayer and singing that

rises chorally.

Little Jerusalem, under the leadership of President Elena Servi and her sta�,

is organizing a series of events for this Day, with guided tours (to synagogue,

Jewish cemetery and Jewish museum) and music.

Guided tours:

10 a.m.

guided tour of the Jewish cemetery departing from Piazza Petruccioli

11 a.m.

guided tour of the Synagogue and inside the Jewish quarter

2:30 p.m.

guided tour of the Synagogue and inside the Jewish quarter

Projections

4:15 p.m.

Screening of the Croatian television docu�lm “Eva Fischer”

introduction by Alan Davìd Baumann and Elena Servi

Concerts:

5:30 p.m.

concert in the Synagogue by DAVKA Project, Maurizio Di Veroli 

La Cantica del Mare (The Song of the Sea) Jewish music on the shores of

the Mediterranean

On September 10, the Synagogue, museum and ancient district will be open

free of charge from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
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